Dear Fellow Union Members,

We are proud to announce the launch of the third print issue of U-Insight. U-Insight is an online and print publication by the NTUSU Editorial Committee, which aims to provide students with incisive news bites of campus life and NTUSU activities, and pertinent issues beyond the classroom.

The new issue of U-Insight covers the latest news of campus life in the first half of AY19/20, as well as topics of interest dedicated to NTU undergraduates, such as hall experiences, procrastination, perils of perfectionism, NTU's Work Study Scheme and a breakdown of NTUSU's initiatives and events in Semester 1.

Grab a limited copy of U-Insight at the magazine stands located at the Student Activities Centre (SAC), beside Mr Bean at North Spine, beside Coffee Bean at South Spine and above Fine Foods at South Spine. The print issue (with its brainy cover) features exclusive content that cannot be found online, so don’t miss out!

As we sift through the layers of university life, NTUSU Editorial Committee is devoted to uncovering stories of students and bringing issues to the fore, with a perspective on print as something more than just ink on a paper.

Visit our website for more at https://www.u-insight.com!

Warmest regards,
NTU Students’ Union (NTUSU)
Editorial Committee